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Timothy Burdick and Williams Tharrington are both
graduating seniors from Northern Illinois University with
degrees in Finance. Timothy will be beginning work in June as
an Internal Auditor for The Northern Trust Company. Williams
will be attending Iowa University Law School beginning in May.
As graduating honor students, Timothy and Williams were
required to fulfill a capstone course. This paper is the
result of that requirement. The Dow Jones Industrial Average
was chosen because of its widespread use within the financial
sector and importance to the investment community. Williams
concentrated on the Dow itself, including it's history, the
Dow theory, how it is computed, how it relates to business
cycles, and the DOWiS future. Timothy looked at the Dow from
a broader perspective, including a comparison of the Dow with
other market indicators, viewing the DJIA as an investment
portfolio, and a look at the Dow and the stock market crash of
1987.
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now TUMBLES: The Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped
77.45 points to 2600.45, this was the biggest one-day drop











"Moneyline" (a quick read of the top money news of the day)
section of USA Today. This is an example of the importance
placed upon the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA). The DJIA
has become a signal to the nation with respect not only to the
stock market, Wall Street, but to the business community and
the national economy as a whole. Nearly every source of media
today concerning the financial sector, describes where the
DJIA is presently and where it is headed. Although DJIA has
become such a strong indicator of the American Economy, people
do not know much about this economic barometer. Thus, more
information on this subject needs to be developed in hopes
that people will understand the implications of the Dow Jones
Industrial Average reaching an all-time high or tumbling to a
all time new low. Therefore, the remainder of this paper is




















today's most popular stock market indicator. I nth i s wa y , the
readers of this paper will hopefully be able to make a better
informed decision concerning the usefulness of this indicator.
HISTORY
In ma n yea oSe sit isimp 0 l'tan t tog 0 b a c kin time tot he
beginning of a development to comprehend how it arrived at its
present state. The Dow Averages are the oldest continuous
price indexes in the history of the stock market. Because of
its history and familiarity, the Dow Jones averages rank as
the most widely used indicators of stock market activity
(Pierce,85-9). Although the Dow Jones Industrial Average and
the other Dow Jones averages have become such an important
element of today's financial world, not many people today were
alive when it actually began. Thus, it is understandable that
many are unfamiliar with the Dow's beginnings.
Like many things today, the DJIA can be traced back to
the exploits of primarily one man. This man in question being
Charles Henry Dow. Chal'les Dow was born in November 5, 1851
in the town of Sterling Conn. It can be noted that the world
of business was greatly different from today. There were no
business schools for one to be taught the dealings of the
financial world. Thus, Charles Dow was not educated strictly
in in the area of business. Instead, Charles Dow became a
newspaper reporter at the age of 21. This position eventually










newspaper business lead Charles Dow into many relationships,
including his most important one with Irwin Jones.
In November of 1882 Charles Dow and Irwin Jones at the
ages of 31 and 26 respectively started their own financial
news service. Before this time Charles Dow had held a seat on
the New York Stock Exchange (Teweles, Bradley--308). Starting
a financial news service at this period in time was not an
easy task, as at this time financial news was not known for
its honesty in reporting. In fact, at this time, stock price
manipulation was understood if not accepted practice among






leak false information out to a newspaper covering the
financial sector. The public would act upon this information,
then baron would turn this leak into a substantial profit.
Unfortunately, those who had followed this false information
lost money. Thus, when Dow and Jones went into the financial
news reporting business, they went in with the idea of always
reporting the truth unconditionally. No matter whether or not
this news was good or bad.
I
.
The company took on a third partner by the name of
Charles M. Bergstresser. This is where the current name of
Dow Jones and Company comes from, as Dow Jones and
Bergstresser was considered too long. Dow was the editor
I
I
during these early days (from 1900 to 1902), and would receive
financial news from the stock exchange and dictate this
information to a group of clerks. During this time much of
I
6this information was limited to stock prices, earnings
statements, and various announcements from brokerage houses,
banks, as well as other businesses. In this way their clients
were able to keep abreast of many of the major market
happenings as they were occurring.
It was here at the Wall St. Journal that Charles Dow
began writing about the theories that he had fOk'mulated during
his days as a member of the New York Stock Exchange.
These
formulations later became known as the Dow Theory, and are
still used today by many investors. As the editor for the
Wall St. Journal, Charles Dow had the opportunity to express
some of his own ideas on the stock market to his readers in
his editorials. It was during Charles Dow's time as a member
of the exchange that Dow noticed that stocks did not move up
and down in their- prices independently, but seem to be
affected almost as if all stocks were moving as a single unit.




and fall of prevailing business conditions (Cobleigh-58). In
this manner Dow felt that the up swings (Bull markets) and
downturns (Bear markets) were not random events, but were
truly related to trends in the market and economy as a whole
(58). To test his theories, Dow decided to follow three
.
.
steps. First, sample the market and follow its fluctuations
minutely day by day. Second, average the performance of this
group of stocks. Third, this would derive (and quite possibly
.
7project), from the occurring variations, the Bull or Bear
markets developing for the entire market. Dow was also
convinced that these trends were caused by the level of
business activity. Thus, on July 3, 1884 Dow began an average
of eleven stocks consisting of nearly all railway companies.
Dow published this average in the ~ustomer's. Afternoon Lett~,
a two-page financial news bulletin which was distributed by
Dow Jones (Pierce,85-8). Railroads were the most powerful
companies of the period. The ref 0 r e , i t ma k e sse n set hat the i r
stocks were the most influential of the market, and should
compose a considerable portion of Charles Dow's average.
Charles Dow felt that at this time, what ever happened to the
railroads and the few other industries in his average would
happen to the rest of the market. as well, possibly at a later
time. The ref 0 r e ,of the see 1 eve n s t 0 c k s, n i n e we r e k'ail k'0 a d
companies and only two were industrials (8). This 1884 was the
first of Dow's Averages and consisted of:
Table 1.1













8The Rail Average was increased into a 20-stock average in 1897
with this number remaining, in effect, unchanged through the
pre s en t time (302). One change which has occurred to the rail
average since this number change has been in its name. The
rail average has recently been renamed the transportational
average. This has been done to reflect the other various
means of travel available to people without using the
railways. Whereas, at the time the average was originally
named, railroads were the principle Source of transportation.
This first average was followed by the creation of an
industrial average made up of twelve stocks on May 26, 1897
(Wall St. Journal: Educational Edition 1 and Pierce, 89-10).
Again this was a list of the most powerful industries of this
era. The original Dow Jones Industrial Average was determined
by adding the closing values of each of the twelve stocks and
dividing the total by twelve (Teweles, Bradley-302). This
continued on until 1916 when the list of industrials was
increased to twenty stocks (302).






Dow Jones Industrial Average. In this year not only the
number of stocks in the average was increased to its present
level of thirty issues, but: the average replaced its old
system of frequent stock substitutions and the multiplication
method to adjust for stock splits, the new system adopted the
current method of using a constant divisor (303).
9Dow Jones also produces a utility average which does not
receive as much attention as the industrial and transportation
average, but is also well used tool of the market. The first
of these Dow Jones Utility Averages came out in 1929, as 18
utility company stocks made up the average (303). This was
later decreased to its present level of fifteen stocks. A
list of the stocks currently making up the Dow Jones Composite
Average ( the composite average is composed of the three
separate averages as a total) is available in Appendix A Table
One.
CHAPTER 2
DOW THEORY AND EVALUATION OF
THEORY AND AVERAGES
THE DOW THEORY
One of the largest reasons for the popularity of the Dow
Jones Averages is that they are the only indicators which can
be used to apply the Dow Theory. Today many investors still
follow the beliefs originated by Charles Dow and William
Hamilton and now known as the Dow Theory, and thus, it is an
important instrument of the financial world. The t he or y
strives to forecast upcoming stock prices by interpreting the
interactions of the Dow Jones Industrial Average with the Dow
Jones Transportation (formerly Rail) Average.
History of the Theory
Once again as the name implies, much of the credit behind
this theory can be historically traced back to Charles Dow.
This can be stated, as many of the principles behind the Dow
Theory were developed by Charles Dow, when he was a member of
the New York Stock Exchange. Dow put many of these principles
into words in his editorials during the time he served as
editor of the Wall St. Journal. Although The Dow Theory bears
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the name of Charles Dow, Dow himself never formulated a single
theory (Teweles and Bradley-308). It was not until after
DOW'S death in 1902 that a single theory on the ever shifting
market was developed.
After Charles DOW'S death a reporter, S.A. Nelson, on the
Wall St. Journal incorporated a number of DOW'S editorials
with various ideas of his own in a book entitled The ABC of
Speculation. Nelson has also been given credit for naming the
theory, the Dow Theory (309). The refinement of the theory
did not stop here. William P. Hamilton took over as editor of
the Wall St. Journal in 1908, and during the years between
1908 and 1929 Hamilton continued to develop and refine the Dow
Theory (309). In fact during his years as editor of the Wall
St. Journal, Hamilton wrote many articles with topics
concerning price movements of the market, and eventually put
what is considered to be the present Dow Theory together in
his 1922 work The Stock Barometer. This book established for
the first time a logical relationship between the fluctuations
in the two Dow Jones averages, the Dow Jones Industrial and
Transportational Averages, and the corresponding variations in
the levels of business activity in the United States
(Cobleigh-61).
Both Charles Dow and William Hamilton believed that
movements in the stock market could predict upcoming events of
the changing business environment, but the original purpose
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behind the theory appears to be predicting stock prices
(Cobleigh-59). This is the main ingredient of the Dow theory
which has fascinated investors over the entire century, that
these trends which have already occurred may actually predict
and project the direction of the market as a whole. Sometimes
these predictions can come months ahead allowing for the
generation of tremendous revenues.
The other facet of the Dow theory, concerning the
relationship between the Dow Averages and the level of
business activity, is very interesting as well. Because of
the influence the business community has over the stock
market, the Averages used in this theory can be used as an
indicator (or barometer) of the predominating general business
conditions. Thus, a substantial decline or rise in the Dow
Jones Averages may foretell a significant decline or rise in
business activity and profits (59). Therefore, people in
business would be hoping to see the Dow Jones Industrial and
Transportation Averages moving towards a Bull market, as this
would mean greater profits were on the way for most of the
business economy.
The Dow Jones Averages
The most important features of the Dow theory are the Dow
Jones Averages. The fact that Charles Dow used his averages
to give credence to his theories on the market was only the
beginning of the uses of these averages in the Dow Theory.
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The Dow Jones Industrial Average and the Dow Jones
Transportation Average are indispensable facets of the Dow
Theory today. Unlike what many people (including many of
today's investors) may believe, the fluctuations in the Dow
Jones Industrial Average and the Dow Jones Transportational
Average reflect much more than earning power, dividends, and
future outlooks for the companies listed upon these averages.
These averages are an indication of what lies ahead for the
business community as well as the stock market (Cobleigh-62).
Thus, the Dow Jones averages are not sully for the purpose of
analyzing past occurrences. For example, what happened during
a particular day on the markets not the only information given
by the averages. The averages can also be used as forecast
model of future events. Rather, a device for predicting
changes in the market and the business community. A great
deal of power for a thirty stock average to possess.
Basic Features of the Theory
The Dow Theory is based on the assumption that at any
time in the market there are three separate but related
movements going on. These three movements include: the
primary, the secondary, and the daily movements, all of which
operate concurrently (Teweles and Bradley-309).
The first of these movements, the primary, is defined as
the long-term trend occurring within the market (309). There
are two types of primary trends that can take place at anyone
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time; bull and bear trends. A bull market is the one
associated with an upswing or increasing Dow Jones averages.
A bear market is the opposite of a bull market, or a downturn
in the market averages. The primary movement is the most
important of the three movements, as the primary movement
forecasts the direction of future markets, up or down. A
typical primary movement has a lifetime of between two and six
years (Cobleigh-63).
As the saying "no good deed goes unpunished" states, no
primary movement will continue without some setbacks, these
are better known as price adjustments. This is true
regardless of whether the primary movement is a bull or a bear
in nature. These setbacks in the primary movement make up the
basis of the second movement. The secondary movement is also
known as the secondary reaction, as it is a reaction to the
primary trend (Teweles and Bradley-310). This secondary
movement is a sharp rally within a bear market or a sharp
decline in the prices of stocks during a bull primary
movement. These secondary movements are difficult to foresee
and are challenging aspects of the stock market that investors
must learn deal with. The reason secondary movements are so
complicated to work with are that one does not know what this
movement is predicting. First, a secondary reaction could be
telling the investing world that a particular bull or bear
movement is coming to an end. Second, a secondary movement
16
could be only a correction in the market and the predominating
primary movement will continue to increase or decrease
(depending on whether the movement is a bull or bear) after
the correction has been made (Cobleigh-63). For example,
during a strong bull market, such as during the early
eighties, the prices of stocks on the market are moving
continually higher. When suddenly during this upward movement
stocks drop significantly in price, and then the market once
again changes and resumes its upward movement after this
adjustment has taken place a later time. This would be
considered a secondary movement. The sell of and decline in
stock prices would be attributed to profit taking, or
possibly a correction in the price of stocks, and not to the
end of the bull market. A secondary reaction is considered a
normal and necessary part of the market. The movement
sometimes takes the place of a safety valve letting everyone
involved know that the market is being over-bought or oversold
(Teweles and Bradley-311). During the run of a primary
movement there will be two or three secondary reactions taking
place depending upon the length of the primary bear or bull
movement (310) with each of these secondary reactions
generally lasting between three to four months (Cobleigh-64).
Although there is no set pattern or mathematical formula which
will predict their beginning and end, one can fully expect
secondary reactions to play an active role in the stock
market.
17
The last of these movements are known as the daily price
fluctuations that occur on the market. These are the
movements which last from a few hours to a few days at a time.
These movements are given little if any significance in the
Dow Theory, as their affect on the direction of the market is
considered insignifica~t in the Dow Theory.
The theory pays particular attention to two averages, the
Dow Jones Industrial Average and the Dow Jones Transportation
Average. The industrial average, which is now based upon
thirty stocks, is seen as an indicator of the volume of the
production of the nation. The industrials are made up of
manufacturing and mining companies which operate their
businesses upon both present orders and anticipated business.
In this way, industrial stocks should reflect the production
level of the country, and their stock prices should discount
the earnings of of these companies. Thus, the industrial
average is thought to demonstrate the current strength and the
future outlook of the economy, as both are factors considered
in the valuation of the stocks on the average. Therefore, the
two averages should work together to discount changes in
corporate earnings, dividends, production, and the movement of
all goods in the economy(Teweles and Bradley-312). This is
the basis of the Dow Theory. The transportation average
confirms, or fails to deny the movements of the industrial














average lagging behind (Cobleigh-64).
In fact, so much importance is placed on the two averages
moving together that a primary trend or a secondary
reaction
are not considered
official unless the movements of the Dow
Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) is confirmed by the movements
of the Dow Jones
Transportation Average (DJTA)(64). When the
price fluctuations of the DJIA and the DJTA parallel one
another (not more than a six percent
variation) in their
movements for ten days or longer, this is known as a line. In
the situation where the averages move in opposite
directions
(i.e. the industrials moving up and the
transportations moving
down) there is no significance placed on this movement. Thus,
it is only when the two averages move in concert is there
considered any trend occurring.
There are two types of confirmation
which can take place
with the two averages. First, as was already
discussed, can
move together making a line. This is when the industrials and
the transportation
average move closely together.
When the
averages are making a line, it is considered a period of
equilibrium or indecision: the buying and selling powers are
approximately equal to the market as it is being pushed up or
down (Teweles and Bradley-314).
Once both averages have
surpassed this line, a definite bullish signal is received
(314). On the other hand, if both averages develop into a
line and then break-out on the down side, then the indication
is negative (a bearish signal is received). The second type
19
of confirmation is confirmation by new highs and lows. This
type of confirmation, which is also known as confirmation by
secondary reactions, is preferred by Dow Theorists today.
Confirmation proceeds in this manner. Assuming that the
primary movement is upward. Each secondary increase of the
industrial average is followed by a reaction downward, which
in turn is followed by another secondary rise in the market.
An important note here is that the each rise exceeds the
previous peak (high) and each decline drops to a point less
than the low of the previous decline. This means that the
industrial average obtains a new high on every secondary
reaction. This average is indicating the continuation of a
bull market trend (314).
At this same time time the transportation average is
demonstrating similar movement. On each rise the average





decline drops the average to a point less than the the low of
the previous decline (314).
Thus, whenever one average makes a new high, followed by
the new high of the other average, a confirmation is said to
have taken place. This bull market will continue until one of




situation, when both averages give down signals, the bull
market is completed and the confirmation of a bear market is
insinuated (314).
20
A similar circumstance is encountered at the end of a
bear market, when an intermediate rise goes higher than the
previous one and is followed by a decline that does not go to
the bottom of the previous reaction. Again, both averages
must confirm the end of the bear market (315).
There is a great deal of confusion among people who use
the Dow Theory in their investments concerning the subject of
volume of the market. Charles Dow and Hamilton in their
writings did not consider volume to be a consequential factor
of the Dow Theory (Teweles and Bradley-317). Today many
people using the Dow Theory place a greater value on how much
volume there is in the market (317). This could be based on
the reasoning that today the market is considerably different






was being developed. Today there are many more companies
traded on more exchanges, yet still the Dow Jones Industrial
Average only has thirty stocks. The use of computerized
trading significantly affects the amount of volume on a day by
day basis. Thus, the amount of volume could possibly have a
greater affect upon the Dow Theory today than when the theory
was only in its infancy. A summary of the Dow Theory can be




Evaluation of the Dow Theory and the Averages
The Dow Theory, which is primarily based upon the
interaction of the Dow Jones Industrial and Transportational
21
averages has been the subject of a considerable amount of
controversy. Many people feel that the theory and the
averages used in the theory have not kept up with the times,
and should be abandoned for up-to-date indexes. In spite of
this, the fact remains that the Dow Jones Averages are still
the most popularly used in the market today.
The Dow Averages
The Dow Jones Averages, made up of the industrials,
transportations, and utilities, are all price-weighted
averages. This means that the higher a stock's price, the more
weight this stock is given within the average (Paulson-19).
Thus, although a dollar change in IBM has the same effect on
the Dow industrial as a dollar change in Navistar, IBM is
weighted at a greater level than Navistar because of the
higher price. This does not consider the possibility that
Navistar could have many times the number of outstanding
shares compared to IBM, and therefore, a greater total market
value. This compares to a market-value average such as the
Standard & Poor's 500. In a market-value index the value is
computed as the number of common shares outstanding multiplied
by the price per share. Thus, IBM with a market value of $98
billion comprises 4.4% of the Standard & poor's 500, whereas,
Navistar with a $1.5 billion in market value only makes up
0.08% of the index (Laderman-124). Thus, a dollar change in
IBM will have a greater effect than a dollar change in the
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smaller market value stock Navistar on the S&P 500. For a
brief discussion of some other indexes covering movements in
the stock market please refer to Appendix D, or for more
complete information one may consult Chapter 4, the other
indexes.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average is not even considered
to be representative of the market by many people involved in
the market today. The Dow Jones Industrial Average only uses
the stocks at the top of their industries in the average. In
addition, there are only 30 stocks listed on this average.
Compare this number with the over 1600 listed on the New York
Stock Exchange, and one can understand concerns over under-
representation. Concerning this argument, the people at Dow
Jones & Company feel that what is happening in the market will
happen to these industry leading stocks first.
The question remains, what if one does not own any of
these stocks? Again Dow Jones & Company contends that these
are the stocks which are most frequently traded before other
stocks not on the average. Thus, as changes occur, they will
occur in the stocks already being traded. This may have been
true many years ago, when there was only insignificant
activity off of the New York Stock Exchange. Today, many
people feel that there are greater opportunities for above
average profits in the regional exchanges, as there are less
people analyzing these smaller companies. Thus, as greater
activity has started to occur on these smaller exchanges,
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there is greater likelihood that the Dow Averages may not be
representative to the people exclusively using the regional
exchanges.
Other people mainly invest in highly speculative small
capital issues. These types of stocks usually have a better
chance of going bankrupt than making a profit. The majority
of these companies do not have the same problems as those
"blue chips" listed on the Dow Averages. In considering this,
the factors affecting the Dow Jones Industrial Average would
not always affect the small capital firms struggling to
survive. Thus, the Dow Jones Industrial Average would not
mean as much to the investor investing funds in these highly
speculative firms.
Another problem seen with using the Dow Averages as a
benchmark is index arbitrage. This is the practice of buying
options and hedging these purchases by inflating the prices of
the stocks comprising the indexes. This inflation is usually
accomplished by using a computer to purchase the stocks within
the index at successively higher prices. Then at the end of
the day, the stocks are sold making a profit on the average
price. Next, the index arbitrator exercises the options for
even greater profits. The reason this is such a factor
concerning the Dow Averages is the "blue Chip" ( high grade of
stocks) composition of the Dow Averages. These are the stocks
most widely used in other indexes, and most often traded on
the market. Therefore, these are the stocks most commonly
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used as part of index arbitrage. This makes the Dow Averages
more volatile than they would normally be without program
trading, as the prices of its stocks are driven up and then
suddenly allowed to drop (Paulson-19). All this is done for
the purpose of making unfair profits.
Pressure has been put on Dow Jones & Company by the New
York Stock Exchange to make changes in its averages. The New
York Stock Exchange would prefer the Dow Averages to be much
less volatile. Dow Jones & Company has refused to make any
fundamental changes in its averages or in the manner by which
they are calculated, but recently the company did introduce
the Dow Jones Equity Market Index on October 3, 1988. This
index contains over 700 stocks representing 82 industrial
groups. This was possibly a method to ease some of the
criticism against Dow Jones & Company. But Dow Jones &
Company still wishes to emphasis the all familiar Dow Jones
Industrial Average over all other indexes within its market
coverage in the Wall St. Journal.
In defense of the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the
other Dow Averages, why should Dow Jones & Company change
them? When the majority of people are concerned how the
market is doing, they look for the answer in how well the Dow
Industrials did. The Dow Averages start off almost any
financial media discussion. Anyone having something to do
with the market is concerned where the averages but especially
where the industrials are heading.
25
Not only is this the most known and popular index today,
it is the oldest. The Dow Industrials can be traced all the
way back to 1884. Although its composition has changed over
the years, the average still provides a historical overview
that no other index can furnish (Paulson-19). If Dow Jones &.
Company changed the fundamentals of the average it could
possibly lose this historical perspective and lose this part
of its value.
Evaluation of the Dow Theory
Although no one theory on the stock market is going to be
perfectly accurate all the time, one must remember that
anything to do with the stock market involves someone's money.
Thus, people become very sensitive when they are losing money,
or even when they are not making it as fast as they feel they
should.
First, the theory has provided many people with more
confidence to invest in the market, this is true no matter
what its indictments may be. The benefit here is confirmed by
the greater amounts of people buy into the market, the more
money there is to be made on the market.
Second, it seems that many people in the past have used
this theory with a great amount of success. Presently, it may
be stated that the theory is outmoded and has not kept up with
present economic changes, but for years it was the only theory
available for people to work with. In addition, people were
..
using the Dow Theory, 45 of these were considered accurate
(Teweles and Bradley-320). This same percentage could be
obtained by simply flipping a coin. What one does not hear in
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able to make their own theories based on the premises within
the Dow Theory. Almost every theory needed something to base
itself on, and the Dow Theory was a starting point for many
other theories.
There are many indictments against the theory today, but
there are a number of people (majority of these people are
known as technicians) who still apply the theory today. The
following is number of criticisms against the theory that
these "die-hards" hear on a regular basis.
First, many people feel that the Dow Theory's successes
have been vastly overrated. In a study of 90 forecasts made
this argument is the fact that using the Dow Theory has
predicted the two worst occurrences on the market, the 1929
crash and more recently Black Monday (Reve-33). Who can say
whether or not the major happenings on the market are more
important than a better winning percentage. This is a
decision the individual investor must make for his or her own
self.
Second, there is a lack of precision in the theory, even
among the most practiced users of the theory. The theory is
not made to pinpoint an exact buy or sell points, but is
designed to establish the general direction the market is
moving towards. Thus, in general, the theory attempts to
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lessen the effects of the unexpected. In this way, the theory
will not reveal the precise market highs or lows. Again, that
is for the investor to determine on his own (Teweles and
Bradley-20) .
Third, since the Dow Theory relies on the two main
averages, the Dow Industrials and Transportationals, to
confirm each other, the investor must wait weeks even months
for this confirmation to take place. While the investor is
waiting for this confirmation, the market may already staring
a new trend. In this scenario, the investor is losing money
from the opportunity cost of the waiting for this confirmation
to occur (Teweles and Bradley-320).
Fourth, although the purpose of the Dow Jones Industrial
Average is to forecast the direction of the market, it does
not mean that because the average went up on a certain day
that all stocks went up that day. Thus, an investor following
the Dow Theory must still be concerned with which stocks to
purchase, as the theory is of little help here. The only way
to protect against this would be to buy all the stocks on the
average in the same weight they are on the average. Someone
accomplishing this would then own the average, per say. Thus,
this person's portfolio would be exactly correlated with the
Dow Jones Industrial Average, and would move up and down
accordingly. Obviously, this would be nice when the average
was moving upwards, and would be negative if the average had a
downturn. One, this would be very expensive for a small time
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investor to even purchase a decent size stake in all 30 of the
companies. Two, to purchase the stocks in an equal weight as
to how they are represented on the average would lead to odd-
lots (purchasing stocks in a quantity which is uncommon, less
than a block). The majority of individual and institutional
investors would not consider this as an alternative, as there
is an added fee for buying and selling odd lots. This makes
owning the average impractical for most people.
The Dow Theory Today
Today, the Dow Theory is most commonly employed by a
group known as technicians. This is distinct group of
investors, who follow the movements of the market and
individual stocks. Technicians actually keep a recorded
history, called charts, of the movements, and then use these
charts to predict future ranges by these past movements
(Norris-18,37). One might compare the technician to the
historian who believes in history repeating itself. The
technicians follow the buy and sell signals given from their
charts. An example of this would be; in the past after
General Electric reached a low for the year there was a
tremendous influx of new buying, and the stock rose
considerably. Thus, the next time General Electric moved down
to a new low for the year, it would be seen as a bullish





Within any theory there always seems to be great deal of
disagreement. In the case of the Dow Theory and the
technicians there would appear to be less controversy, as the
technicians obviously use the same charts to make their
predictions. The Dow Theory is very broad and gives the
technicians a great deal of room in interpreting the past
actions of the markets and stocks. Thus, there is still room
for disagreement even among technicians.
The majority of the three "top" technicians, Ralph
Acampora, Justin Mamis, and Stan Weinstein polled by Barron's
in their October 12, 1987 article "Analyzing the Dow" felt
that the Dow was in a strong bull market, and that this bull
market should continue well into the 1990's. This feeling is
not shared by many other Dow technicians including Richard
Russell who according to his book Dow Theory Letters believes
the market has been bearish since October 15, 1987 (Hulbert-
340). Technician theorists like Russell look for
preconditions (swings in prices) to occur and then they act
accordingly. An example of this can be seen when Mr. Russell
advised that people get out of the stock market in September





the market. In fact, Mr. Russell has an above average return
on his signals. Mr. Russells's signals have been 30% higher
than the market return over the past nine years. This may not
sound like much, but when someone is talking about 30% on a
million dollars it is a great deal of money.
CHAPTER 3






How the Averages Are Computed
When Charles Dow first began with his first average back
on July 3, 1884 his original method of computation was
elementary arithmetic. When, there were eleven stocks within
this first average, the prices of these eleven stocks were
added together and the sum was divided by eleven (the
divisor). Thus, giving the investor an average of the
involved stocks. Again, when the number of stocks within the
average went from eleven to twelve (the first industrial
average) the divisor became twelve. Then later on when the
industrial average was again expanded to twenty stocks, the
divisor remained constant with the number of stocks making up
the average. Now things are not so simple (Pierce, 85-9).
As one may notice, the divisor has not stayed consistent
with the number of stocks in the average. If this was the
case, then the divisor would be thirty to correspond to the
number of stocks in the average. The divisor for the Dow
Jones Industrial Average has been changed throughout the years
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to maintain the historical continuity of the average
(Pierce,85-9). With the most commonplace reason for this
adjustment being a stock split (9). A stock split is the
result of a company's stock reaching a price where the company
feels the stock is losing its appeal with individual
investors. The company will increase the number of shares on
the market by a mathematical percentage. A two-for-one split,
for example, is where the company issues one new share of
stock for each share currently outstanding. This would give
every investor two shares of stock for each share they
currently hold. This percentage will keep the same owner
ratios present after the stock split as before. In other
words, if a person owned two percent of the company before the
split, they will still own two percent after the split. The
investor would own more stock, and this stock would have a
lower market price than before the split. In this way, the
company will feel that their stock is more attractive to the
individual investor, as the lower price makes the stock more
affordable to the smaller investor.
Maintaining this continuity after an event such as a
stock split is of extreme importance when working with
averages such as the Dow Jones averages, as stock splits by
companies included in the average would produce distortions if
the new price was simply substituted for the old one. At this
















Now assume that Company C has decided that its
market price is restricting many investors from purchasing its
stock. Therefore, the company decides to have a three-for-















This is an obvious distortion when this is compared
to the previous average. An adjustment is necessary so as to
compensate the new overall average to maintain the value of
$10. The method used in the arriving at this figure by the
Dow Jones Averages is to adjust the divisor, or the number
which is divided into the total of stock prices. The formula
used to calculate the new divisor is:
Figure 3.1
Former Divisor New Divisor
---------------------- = --------------------
Former Total Value New Total Value
(Pierce,85-10)






Thus, to maintain the average at 10, the divisor
must change from 3 to 2. In this way the average will
maintain a high level of continuity. The Dow Jones Averages
work in much of the same way, only in a more complex way.
This is due to the thirty stocks involved in the average
compared to the three companies used here.
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The night before a stock split is scheduled to
occur, the statistical department of the Wall St. Journal
makes a theoretical calculation. The identical stock prices
from the last day before the split are added, but the stock
which is about to split is included as though the split has
already occurred. This total is divided by the actual total
from the last day before the split. This result is the new
divisor, and is used until another adjustment to the divisor
is necessary from another change in the average (Pierce,85-
10). These adjustments to the divisor are not only made
because of a stock split (which is the most common occurrence
of a divisor adjustment), but adjustments are also needed when
a company's stock within the average declares stock dividends
and to accommodate a change in the roster of companies in the
average (an example would be a merger which eliminates one of
the thirty stocks on the average) (10).
Since the Dow Jones Industrial Average went on the
divisor system back in 1928, the divisor has changed an
incredible number of times. Please refer to Appendix C
changes in the Dow Jones Industrial Divisor since 1928 for
further information concerning changes in the divisor. For a
complete list of all the stocks making up the Dow Jones
Industrial Average at the time of the divisor system taking
effect in October of 1928 please refer to Appendix A Table
Two. Today, in 1990 the divisor is approaching 0.60. This
explains why the "average" can be stated as being so high,
such as 2000 for example, even though no stock on the average
has a value even close to this market price (Pierce,85-10).
The smaller d ivis or explains why even small fluctuations in
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the prices of stocks will have a dramatic impact upon the
movement of the average (10). Because of the use of the
divisor, the term average is no longer a proper description,
it is more accurately an index or an indicator (10).
To demonstrate that the use of a divisor, other than the
base number of thirty does not affect the percentage change in
the DJIA as long as the divisor remains at a constant level,
the Dow Jones Industrial Average is published in percentages
as well as points. The published percentages reflect more
accurately how the market for the thirty stocks on the average
actually changed during a particular session (pierce,85-10).
How the Dow Jones Stocks Are Selected
Thirty stocks are chosen to be on the Dow Jones
Industrial Average as to be representative of the broader
market and of American Industry. The stocks which are chosen
are major competitors in their respective industries
(Pierce,85-11). In addition, their stocks must be widely held
by both individual as well as institutional investors (11).
Together these companies' stocks represent approximately one-
fifth of the over $1 trillion market value of the complete
market and around 25% of the value of all the company stocks
listed on the New York Stock Exchange (11). Thus, one can
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infer that all of the stocks used in the computation of the
DJIA have three basic factors in common. First, they are all
high quality companies. Second, they have been and are major
forces in their respective industries. Lastly, the companies
are all major facets with regards to the market as well.
Changes are made to the components of the average only by
the editors of the Wall St. Journal (Pierce,85-11). These
changes are made without the consultations of th~volved
companies, any of the stock exchanges, or any government or
official agency (11). Thus, an unbiased decision in regards
to these changes is more possible. The editors attempt to
restrict the number of changes in the average to preserve its
continuity, but when changes need to be made they try to do so
quickly. Most of these substitutions occur as a result of
mergers, and only on occasion are changes required for the
purpose of better representation.
Currently, there appears to be a trend towards more
service industry stocks coming into the average. This
possibly could be a result of the tremendous of influence of






Of the original 30 companies' stocks making up the
average back on October 1, 1928, 15 are still present. Many
of these original companies have gone through many
organizational changes since 1928, including many companies
changing their names (Exxon was Standard Oil of N.J., General
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Foods was Postum Inc., etc.) For a complete list of all the
changes that have transpired on the Dow Jones Industrial
Average one should redirect attention to Table One of Appendix




OTHER STOCK MARKET INDEXES
.
the most widely quoted i nd ex, it is not the only index
available and utilized wit hi n the financial sector. The Dow
is extremely narrow in its focus, confining its portfolio to a
Although the Dow Jones Industrial Industrial Average is
small group of blue-chip stocks. There are other indexes that
are much broader in scope that more accurately reflect the
movement of the entire stock market. This section will look
at some of the other major indexes, including the S&P 500, the
NYSE, the VLIC, the NASDAQ, and the AMEX.
Because the different indexes include different stocks
and stock groups, they do not all move in unison. Actions
taken by investors within the market tend to affect the
indexes differently. In order to measure the differences one
must examine the differences in movement between some of the
major indexes. The analysis includes a measurement of the
correlation between indexes over time and a comparison of
their volatility that shows how an index reacts to a market
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transaction depends upon its make-up and calculation
technique.
The Standard and Poor's 500 Stock Index
As the name suggests, this index consists of 500 stocks.
The selection of the issues that comprise the index are made
with the aim of achieving a distribution by broad industry
groupings that "approximates the distribution of these
groupings in the New York Stock Exchange common stock
population" (Laderman, p. 117). The price of each stock is
weighted according to its capitalization or "market value,"
which is the price of the stock multiplied by the number of
shares outstanding. Although the S&P 500 is not the 500
largest companies, the total market value of the index
represents approximately 80 percent of the capitalization
value of all stocks listed on the New York Stock Exchange
(Laderman, p. 112).
In the DJIA, the stocks with the highest prices carry the
most weight. With the S&P, those stocks with the highest
market value carry the most influence. For example on
September 29, 1978 General Motors stock had a market value of
over $18 billion, representing 2.75 percent of the total
market value of the S&P 500 of almost $656 billion (Lorie, p.
42). That is a much higher percentage than the .2 percent that
would be alloted to General Motors if all stocks within the
S&P were weighted equally. Because stock splits do not add to
magazine, the S&P index is a stockholder's best yardstick if
the stockholder is holding blue chip stocks and want to see
how they performed relative to other stocks of that class
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market value of the stock issues, no adjustments for splits is
necessary.
Like the Dow Jones Averages, there are sectional
subindexes maintained by Standard & Poor's: 400 industrials,
40 utilities, 40 financials, and 20 transportation companies.
The 400 industrial companies comprise the S&P 400, an often-
quoted subset of the S&P 500. Originally, all issues in the
S&P 500 were listed on the NYSE. During 1976, however, the
index was modified to include some financial stocks and
insurance companies that were traded in the over-the-counter
market (Lorie, p. 42). When issues are added and deleted from
the index adjustments are made in the index base, which was
scaled to 10 during the period 1941-1943, in order to retain
consistency.
The S&P 500 is becoming more popular as a measure of the
stock market. According to Morton Paulson of Fortune
(Paulson, p. 19). The S&P index has become the choice of the
institutional investor who normally invest-in large issues.
The large companies that comprise the index are many of the
same stocks that make up company pension funds, so it is
closely watched by pension fund managers. The S&P is also
favored by U.S. stock traders, money managers, and the Federal
Reserve.
stocks that comprise the DJIA account for roughly 22 percent
of the total market capitalization of the NYSE index (Conrad,
p. 43). No adjustments for splits are necessary, but the base
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The New York Stock Exchange Co.poslte Index (NYSE)
In 1965, as a result of investor dissatisfaction in the
Dow to relate to small issues, the New York Stock Exchange
inaugurated its own composite index. Like the S&P, the NYSE
index is capitalization-weighted. The NYSE index, however,
does not contain selected companies but includes all common
stocks traded on the "Big Board." As of April 30, 1986, the
NYSE index covered 1620 issues, more than three times the
number included in the S&P 500.
The NYSE index contains subindexes, including financials,
utility, industrials, and transportation. Unlike the Dow and
S&P, the NYSE index includes small companies; like the two
indexes, however, the large issues dominate. In fact, the 30
is adjusted to account for any changes in capitalization and
new listing or delistings. The aggregate market value is
related to the value in the base period, December 31, 1965.
Scaled to a base of 50, the index value was the average price
of a NYSE common share on that date (Lorie, p. 43).
The Value Line C08posite IndeI (VLIC)
The VLIC consists of those issues covered in the Value
Line Investment Survey, which includes about 1100 issues from





stocks in the Dow Composite and S&P 500 are included in the
Value Line. Like other indexes, there are subindexes for the
Value Line; industrials, rails, and utilities. These VLIC
components together account for about 96 percent of the dollar
trading volume in U.S. equity markets (Laderman, p. 125). An
important difference between the VLIC and the S&P and NYSE
indexes relates to its mathematical construction. The VLIC is
based on a geometric average of relative price changes of the
component stocks (Henderson, p. 125).
The Value Line Composite Index is an equally weighted
index, which means that although the 30 Dow Jones Industrials
are included in the VLIC, they carry no more "weight" in the
index's computation than any other 30 issues. A five percent
change in General Motors stock has the same impact on the
index as a five percent change in Apple Computer stock. This
property of the VLIC results in its being relatively more
sensitive to the price movements of the less heavily
capitalized issues.
The VLIC is referenced to a base value of 100 as of June
30, 1961. Because of the way in which it's calculated, it's
perhaps the best measure of movement of small, lower-priced
stocks (Micheli, p. 53). The adjustment for stock splits or
dividends is made by adjusting the closing price of the stock
on the previous day to compute the relative change.
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The National Association of Securities Dealers Auto8ated
Quotations S~ste. Service (NASDAQ) Index
The NASDAQ, started in 1971, is a composite index covering
the 4700 actively traded over-the-counter issues. Since many
of these stocks are shares in young companies and other
relatively risky enterprises, this index serves an indicator
of the degree of speculation in the market. Through the
NASD's automated quotation system, which is connected directly
to the wire service computers, the NASD provides daily,
weekly, and monthly stock price indexes for over-the-counter
securities in different industry categories (Micheli, p. 53).
Because the NASDAQ system is so large, the indexes are broken
down in to seven categories based on industries. The seven
indexes include industrial, insurance, finance,
transportation, and utility companies, as well as banks and a
composite index (Loll, p. 208). The system adjusts daily for
capitalization changes, such as stock splits, as well as
listings and delistings. The indexes are updated at five-
minute intervals and are available to three levels of NASDAQ
subscribers.
The A8erican Stock Exchange (AMEX) Market Value Index
The American Stock Exchange developed its own index in
1966. Formerly known as the American Stock Exchange Index, it
is an unweighted index of the price movements of more than
1000 stocks traded on the American, plus warrants and American
Depository Receipts (Lorie, p. 63). Warrants are derived by
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adding or subtracting the average net price change each day to
the previous index value. It is therefore quite different
from the usual stock market measure. Since only net changes
are considered, no account is taken of the relationship of the
net change to the price of a stock.
The use of net price changes has several interesting
features. It avoids the problem of splits in that the only
time the index is effected is on the day after the split. In
practice, the previous day's closing index is adjusted when
stock splits, dividends, or cash dividends occur. When new
listings appear, the divisor used to obtain the average net
change is increased correspondingly. The base price is
$16.88, the average price on April 29, 1966 (Loll, p. 88).
Since values for the other periods are calculated by adding or
subtracting net price changes, the index would more
appropriately be called an average.
RELATIONSHIP AMONG TIlE INDEXES
Correlation





stock market movements. For instance, the Dow Jones Composite
and the S&P 500 are both measures of large capitalization
issues. If they are both accurate measures, they should
exhibit a high level of comovement with each other as well as
with the market. Indexes that measure different aspects of
the market, subsequently, should have a varied degree of
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comovement depending upon the particular characteristics of
the indexes. Therefore, when discussing the correlation of
particular indexes it is important to remember what aspect of
the market each index is attempting to gauge.
Perhaps the best way to display the correlation among the
indexes is to calculate the annual correlation coefficients
(R) between of the market indicators. Table 4.1 on the
following page lists the coefficients of the DJIA with three
of the indexes discussed earlier; the VLIC, the S&P 500, and
the NYSE. The data in the table covers from 1962 to 1982, and
the data was calculated using the weekly closing value of each
index.
In general, the DJIA tracks the NYSE and the S&P fairly
closely, with the noticeable exception of 1979. In that year
the Dow tended to rise slower than did the S&P 500 and the
NYSE. This indicates that during that year the rise in the
market seemed to be by less heavily capitalized companies.
Only one other year of mediocre correlation worth noting
between the DJIA the NYSE and the S&P was 1976. During that
year all three indexes moved within a fairly narrow range, and





easily account for their divergent movements. With the
exception of 1976 and 1979, the DJIA exhibits values of at
least .90 with the S&P and NYSE indexes, generally in the .95+
range. Although the long run movements of the major market
Year R(DJIA,VLIC) R(DJIA,S&P) R(DJIA,NYSE)
-------------------------------------------------------------
1962 0.974 0.995 0.997
1963 0.908 0.983 0.986
1964 0.982 0.962 0.990
1965 0.960 0.992 0.994
1966 0.972 0.987 0.985
1967 0.910 0.909 0.893
1968 0.933 0.970 0.963
1969 0.974 0.978 0.975
1970 0.489 0.931 0.879
1971 0.946 0.950 0.938
1972 -0.134 0.973 0.984
1973 0.960 0.981 0.986
1974 0.955 0.982 0.973
1975 0.908 0.966 0.961
1976 0.839 0.799 0.767
1977 0.299 0.945 0.913
1978 0.962 0.989 0.986
1979 0.581 0.626 0.563
1980 0.978 0.966 0.938
1981 0.909 0.955 0.944
1982 0.952 0.958 0.986
21-YEAR





Taken from David Chase's "Mugged on Wall Street," p. 120.
-------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------
news people as a measure of the movement of the New York Stock
Exchange. When it is said that "the Dow rose 30 points" it is
inferred that the market as a whole rose that particular day.
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indicators are similar, the various indexes may differ
markedly over short periods of time.
It is of particular importance that the Dow and NYSE move
in close concert. The Dow is used by Journalists and
When used in that manner, it would be more accurate if the
NYSE index was quoted. The Dow, however, has entrenched
itself as the standard.
With regard to VLIC, it also correlates fairly well with
the Dow, with the noticeable exceptions of 1970, 1972, 1911
and 1979. During 1977, the other three indexes exhibited a
rather slow, steady decline, while the VLIC remained flat. It
should be noted that during 1976 and 1977 the VLIC showed a
barely perceptible 1.2 percent increase, while the Dow, NYSE,
and S&P incurred declines of 10.9, 14.3 and 24.3 percent,
respectively. Again, computation and structures differences
would easily account for the differences, especially since the
VLIC places relatively more weight on smaller, less heavily
capitalized corporations than the other indexes.
The year 1972 provides the most interesting contrast of
the VLIC with the DJIA. The R values shown in Table 4-1
indicate a slight negative correlation. This is probably the
proof that the two indexes are not built to measure the same
indicator. In that regard, James Lorie commented that equal
movements. Recall that the VLIC is an equally weighted
weighted indexes may be more appropriate "for indicating
movements in the prices of typical or average stocks" and "are
better indicators of the expected change in the prices of
stocks selected at random" (Lorie, p. 55).
Volatility
Although long-run movements are similar, indexes may
differ markedly over short periods of time. This can be shown
by marking turning points of the market as measured by a
comprehensive equal-weighted index and the Dow Jones Averages
or Standard & Poor's Indexes. In 1929, the equal-weighted
index reached its peak six months before the month-end peak in
the other two. This suggests that the prices of stocks in
relatively small companies turned down before the prices of
stocks in large companies. In this instance at least, the use
of the index giving greater weight to small companies could
bave had enormous value. The equal-weighted index reached its
trough in 1932, one month before either of the two indexes.
All other turning points occurred in the same month (Lorie,
p. 122).
Some indication of the relative volatility of various
indexes is illustrated in Table 4-2 on the following page.
The mean relative monthly price changes and two measures of
dispersion are presented for four indexes:
STANDARD MEAN
Index MEAN DEVIATION DEVIATION
Dow Jones Composite 0.06% 3.36 2.66
Standard and Poor's 500 0.35% 3.08 2.48
NYSE Composite 0.41% 3.33 2.59
Value Line Composite 0.61% 4.02 3.08
The mean relative price change in the Dow Jones Composite
was 0.06 percent, a figure much lower than any of the other












Source: James H. Lorie's "The Stock Market: Theories and
Evidence," p. 68.
.35 percent, almost six times larger that the Dow's. The
Value Line Composite ranks as the most volatile index, leading
the four indexes in all three volatility measures. The Dow
and the NYSE Composite differ significantly in volatility
despite the fact that, from the general public's point of
view, they are designed to measured the same basic thing--
movement in the price of the stocks listed on the New York
Stock Exchange.
Another method of examining relative volatility is to run
a simple linear regression between the monthly percentage
changes in the values of each pair of. indexes. The beta
coefficient used in linear regression is the measure of the




percentage changes in the value of the other index classified
.
as the "benchmark" index. The betas between several pairs of
indexes is shown in Table 4-3 on the following page.
Although there is a range of uncertainty assumed when
using statistical data, some obvious differences do stand out.
For example, the NASD is quite volatile relative to the S&P
and NYSE indexes. On the other hand, the NASD is more closely
related to the Value Line indexes. Part of the reasoning is
that any equally weighted index will give smaller companies
greater weight than market value-weighted indexes. In
addition, small-capitalization stocks tend to be more volatile
than large-capitalization stocks (Lorie, p. 59).
In general, the NYSE, Dow and S&P indexes exhibit similar
volatility when compared against one another more proof that
they generally move in close concert of one another. More









beta coefficient of .99, proving that they exhibit almost
identical levels of volatility. Finally, the Value Line
Indexes show once again that they are considerably more
volatile when compared against either the DJIA or the S&P 500.
Betas for the VLI range between 1.13-1.30 when the DJIA or S&P
500 are used as the benchmark index.
SUIOIARY
The differences among the major stock market indicators
are frequently not well understood. Even the pre-eminent Dow
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I "limitations" that are not widely recognized. Although there
is not presently a stock index futures contract based on the
Dow, an examination of its history and characteristics seemed
appropriate--due to the importance of explaining what the
"Average" is all about, and due to the central role the DJIA
has played in the approval process of the stock index futures
contracts that do exist.
For most intents and purposes, the capitalization-
weighted NYSE and S&P 500 indexes are both dominated by the
same heavily capitalized U.S. corporations. Although the NYSE
contains about 1000 more individual companies than the S&P
500, the latter accounts for about 80 percent of the total
market value of the NYSE. Accordingly, it is not surprising
to find correlation coefficients of .99+ for the two indexes
for nearly every year 1962-1982. In many respects, they can
be regarded as almost the same.
The stock index, the VLIC, is somewhat distinctive. It is
geometrically averaged and equally weighted. In particular,
the VLIC is more sensitive to the stock price movements of
smaller companies. These structural differences have on a few
occasions resulted in the VLIC's movements diverging
materially from those of the S&P 500, the NYSE, and the DJIA.
On the whole, however, all four of these indexes move in close




BUSINESS CYCLES AND HOW THEY
RELATE TO THE DOW
from the fact that the Dow Theory predicts the levels of
bus iness activity. The reasoning behind this that when one
looking at the stock market as an investment, attention needs
1
.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average and the Business Cycle
Part of the interest that remains in the Dow Theory stems
to be paid to three specific factors; the monetary cycle, tax
treatment of capital gains, and the business cycle. All of
these factors have an enormous effect upon the stock market,
and therefore, the stocks which make up the Dow Jones
Industrial Average.
The monetary cycle is the availability and cost of money
and credit as measured by the monetary aggregates. These are
currently the value of the U.S. dollar in comparison to a
basket of other countries securities (William and Susan Nix-
88). There is a positive correlation between the amount of
money available and the amount of investment taking place on
the stock market. As more money becomes available interest
rates have a tendency to decrease, this in turn provides a
the stock markets. Thus, particular attention is
paid tot he
expansion and contraction of the money supply, as thi s




better atmosphere for investment in the higher return arena of
market. This spending also reflects upon the Dow Jones
Industrial Average in the same way.
How capital gains are treated has a large effect on where
people invest their money. Capital gains is the money made
from an investment which appreciates in value over time
(William and Susan Nix-SS). On the other hand, one can also
have capital losses if their investment depreciates in value.
If there are high taxes on capital gains and dividends, it
makes stocks a less attractive investment, as this tax serves
as a penalty to people investing in securities. When there
are light taxes on capital gains and dividend, stocks become
more attractive and more money tends to enter the market.
Presently, capital gains are treated as ordinary income for
the purpose of tax considerations. There have been many
changes in the manner capital gains are taxed, and the stock
market investor can expect many more changes in the coming
years.
When a person looks at purchasing stocks, the prospective
investor must also consider the business cycle, as well as the
monetary cycle and the tax treatment of capital gains.
Business cycles consist of peaks, troughs, and everything in








country's gross national product (GNP) and other indicators
are used to measure business cycles. Generally, business
cycles represent the varying levels of the demand and supply
of products and services produced by the economy, as well as
total spending by consumers, businesses, federal, state, and
local governments (88).
Thus, since the business cycle is such an important part
of the stock market and investing, an interesting comparison
can be made between the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the
business cycles the economy has gone through over the years.
When one speaks of business cycles in the context of the
Dow Jones Industrial Average, the discussion is therefore
limited to the United States' economy and this country's
business cycles. To develop information concerning business
cycles there is a great amount of data that requires analysis.
Although this is true, the basic business cycle can be
characterized by a series of peaks and troughs in the economic
activity of the United States (William and Susan Nix-89). The
levels of economic activity are compiled by many government
and private facilities. Some of these facilities include;
U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Treasury Department, Federal
Reserve Board, National Bureau of Economic Research, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, and the National Bureau of Economic Research
which developed the indicator approach to business cycle
analysis (89).
national product, et c. ) . This expansion is followed by a
recession or, a general decli ne in business activity. This






A business cycle consists of expansions occurring at
approximately the same time as many positive activities (less
unemployment, higher production, increased levels of gross
the expansion. This recession is then followed by a revival,
which becomes a new expansion once it surpasses the last peak
(William and Susan-89). After exceeding the previous peak
(the point the revival surpasses the previous business cycle's
peak) in business activity the new expansion becomes the start
of a new business cycle. These business cycle usually range
from between 28 to 111 months in length (89). The object of a
governing body, such as the U.S. government, is to have the
expansion last the longest amount of time possible, and the
recession the shortest. Over the course of time this has
generally been the case, but it is still a goal to have this
trend continue. A steady slow growth is thought to be the
best for the economy, as too fast a rate of growth can lead to
inflation. This policy of slow steady growth has been the
policy of the recent U.S. administrations, which has lead to
one of the longest peacetime expansions in recent memory
(World Almanac 1989-45).
There are three types of economic indicators that effect
the stock market, and ,as noted in the Dow Theory, visa versa.
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These three indicators are coincisdent, lagging, and leading
indicators.
The first of these indicators, coincident, is the one
those whose peaks and trough approaximately parallel those in
the general business cycle (William and Susan Nix-90). There
are four major coincident indicators:
Table 5.1
-------------------------------------------------------------
1). Personal Income, less transfers in a base year
monetary value.
2). Index of industrial production.
3). Nonagricultural employment.
4). Manufacturing and trade sales in a base year
monetary value.
(90)
Although the turning points of these indicators do not always
correspond exactly with the turning points of the business
cycle, they occur close enough together that they are said to
coincide.
The second of these indicators, the lagging indicator, is
the one whose peaks and troughs typically follow the turning
points in the general business cycles (William and Susan Nix-
90). These types of indicators usually reflect business
investment costs (90). Included in this group are six lagging











1). Commercial and industrial loans outstanding.
2). Average prime rate changed by banks and other
lending institutions.
3). Average duration of unemployment in weeks.
4). Ratio of consumer installment credit compared
to personal income.
5). Index of labor cost per unit of output.
6). Ratio of constant dollar inventories compared
to sales
(89).
As these indicators lag behind the business cycle's peaks and
troughs, one can expect a peak or trough to occur in these
indicators after a peak or trough in the business cycle.
The last of the indicators are known as the leading
indicators. Leading indicators get their name from occurring
before peaks and troughs in general business activity (William




1). The average workweek of production workers.
2). The average weekly initial claims for
unemployment insurance.
3). The value of manufacturers' new orders for
consumer goods and materials in a base year
monetary value.
4). Index of business formation.
5). Contracts and orders for plant and equipment in
a base year monetary value.







Vendor performance, percent of companies
receiving slower deliveries.
Net changes in inventories on hand and order in
a base year monetary value.
Change in sensitive materials prices.
Money supply - M2 in a base year monetary
value.




Since individual business cycle analysts usually prefer
to designate peaks and troughs in the general business on the
basis of the behavior of a single indicator, particularly
gross national product (GNP), the comparison of the now Jones
Industrial Average to the business cycles was performed using
the gross national product. In this way, one can see if the
Dow Jones Industrial Average is an indicator of the business
cycle. And if it is an indicator of economic activity which on
of the three indicators is it; coincident, lagging, leading.
For comparison of now Jones industrial Average and gross
national product please see figure 5-1 on the following page.
For further information concerning what the now Jones
Industrial Average and the gross national product have been
reported at over the years please refer to Appendix E Table
One and Table Two.
As one can see from figure 5.1, the only indicator
the now has been to the business cycle is coincidental. This











































































To this point we have examined the Dow Jones as an index
of the movement of blue-chip stocks traded on the New York
Stock Exchange. It can also be used, however, as a
diversified investment portfolio. It is common for investors
to diversify their equity investment portfolios by placing
money into multiple stocks in differing industries. It
reduces, or if done extensively can virtually eliminate the
risk associated with investing in a particular company or
industry, allowing the investor to focus on market risk alone
when considering the investment.
In a previous chapter it was shown that the DJIA closely
follows the movements of the NYSE. Therefore, investing in
the Dow 30 results in similar capital gains than if investing
in the entire market. Historically, the blue-chip stocks have
provided a continuous stream of dividend payments (Pierce, p.
42). Therefore, investing in the Dow will result in returns
steadier and slightly larger than the average return on the
NYSE as a whole. Although Dow Jones returns are normally
analysis cannot be related directly to the present. They do,
however, give a good representation of the returns of the Dow
versus other investments over differing periods of time.
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quoted without dividend performance, when compared with other
investments dividends should be included. This will give a
more accurate picture of the actual return an investor would
receive since investors earn dividends as well as capital
gains on their investments.
In this analysis, the DJIA is compared with other
investments of both similar and different risk/return
potential. On the safe end of the spectrum are Aaa bond
yields, U.S. Treasury bonds of differing maturities, and
savings deposits. Also listed are riskier investments, such
as gold and silver. For comparison reasons, inflation figures
are also listed, allowing returns to be measured against the
overall economy. Returns will be measured over spans of
twenty, ten, and five years. This will show how the DJIA
returns have compared to other investments over both the short
and long-run.
The time period used for the analysis, based primarily on
the availability of information, ranges from 1966 to 1985.
Much of the recent bull market is not reflected in these






includes the double-digit inflation of the late 1970's and
early 1980's. SUbsequently, the returns given in this
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TWENTY-YEAR RANKINGS
Table 6-1 on the following page lists thirteen investments
and their returns over the past twenty years, along with
inflation and prime rate figures over the same time span.
Topping the list is a relatively risky investment, gold.
These returns are due to the deregulation of gold and the wild
speculation of the metal since that time. Other investments
with double-digit returns include Baa bond yields and FHA
mortgages. Not surprisingly, savings deposits provided the the
lowest return of the investments listed.
The twenty-year period allows one to view the Dow and
other investments as they move through different business
cycles, as wasdiscussed in the previous chapter. The range of
years include periods of recession, recovery, and high
interest rates. Over the twenty-year period the DJIA did not
fair well, with an average annual return of 7.11 percent, a
figure less than one percent above inflation. Consequently, a
dollar invested in the DJIA in 1966 would have provided a
return of $1.16 in 1985 after adjusted for inflation.
Inversely, if the same dollar was invested in relatively safe





inflation would have been $2.16.
Government bond and bill yields were as expected. The
highest return on government bonds, 8.46 percent, are supplied
















2. Moody's Corporate Bond Yield, Baa 10.26%
3. FHA Mortgages 10.01%
4. Moody's Corporate Bond Average 9.62%
5 . Pr i me Ra t e 9.35%
9.08%6. Moody's Corporate Bond Average
1. U.S. Treasury Bonds, 10-Year Maturity 8.46%
8. U.S. Treasury Bonds, 3-Year Maturity 8.28%
8 .1 0%9. Silver
10. U.S. Treasury Bonds, 1-Year Maturity 1.44%
11. U.S. Treasury Bills, 3-Month Maturity 1.26%
12. DOW JONES THIRTY INDUSTRIALS, WITH DIVIDENDS 1.11%























* This column measures the return of $1 over the twenty-year span,
adjusted for inflation. For instance, one dollar invested in
gold in 1966 would be worth $2.82 in 1985 after the
adjustment for inflation.
Source: Sal Fisher's "Investing in the 90's," p. 242.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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bills averaged a return of 7.26 percent, less than one full
percentage point above inflation.
TEN-YEAR RANKINGS
Table 6-2 looks at the same investments over the ten-year
period between 1976 and 1985. It reveals some significant
differences versus the twenty-year rankings. Gold, the
twenty-year return leader, slipped to thirteenth as a downturn
in gold prices during the early 1980's carries a higher weight
in the ten-year versus the twenty-year rankings. Silver,
following gold's lead, fell from ninth to last.
Easily the largest Jump in the standings was the Dow Jones
Industrials with dividends, which rose from twelth to fifth.
The bull run of the early 1980's plays a more significant role
in the ten-year rankings than in the twenty-year. After
adjusted for inflation, a one dollar investment in the DJIA
during the period would have yielded a return of $1.53, or
slightly over four percent each year. That return was greater
than Treasury bonds and bills, as well as Moody's corporate
bond yield for Aaa bonds. Inflation figures rose to over
seven percent as a result of the double-digit inflation of the
late 1970's.
FIVE-YEAR RANKINGS
The years 1981-1985 were heavily influenced by high
interest rates that controlled the markets. A tight money











1. Moody's Corporate Bond Yield, Baa 12.49%
---------
$1.68
2. FHA Mortgages 12.2296
3. Moody's Corporate Bond Average 11.75%
4. Prime Rate 11. 6696
5. DOW JONES THIRTY INDUSTRIALS, WITH DIVIDENDS 11.50%
6. Moody's Corporate Bond Yield, Aaa 11.0696
7. U.S. Treasury Bonds, 10-Year Maturity 10.52%
8. U.S. Treasury Bonds, 3-Year Maturity 10.21%
9. U.S. Treasury Bonds, 1-Year Maturity 9.02%
10. U.S. Treasury Bills, 3-Month Maturity 8.89%
11. S&P Municipal Bond Yield, 15 High-Grade 8.42%
12. Inflation 1.1796
13. Gold 7.OU;
14. Savings Deposits 5.20%
15. Silver 3.35%
* This column measures the return of $1
adjusted for inflation. For instance,
gold in 1976 would be worth only $.98
for inflation.
over the ten-year span,
one dollar invested in
in 1985 after the adjustment
.
.




















percent. Subsequently, when compared to the twenty-year
rankings discussed previously, the percentages seem unusually
large.
Spurred by a bull market, the DJIA became the single best
investment of the group listed in Table 6-3 on the following
page with an average return of over 15 percent. That figure
was nearly 10 full percentage points over the average
inflation rate of 5.46 percent. The other possible
investments that beat the Prime Rate included the Baa
corporate bond yield, FHA mortgages, and Moody's Corporate
Bond Average.
Surprisingly, the leader of the twenty-year rankings,
gold, finds itself near the bottom of the list with a 12.2
percent average loss each year. This shows the true
speculation involved in investing in precious metals. Gold
was able to be the top investment over the twenty-year period
while being the worst investment listed during the last five
of the twenty years. Also of note is the fact that savings
deposits failed to keep with inflation. I still remember my
mother telling me when I was young that it was better to save
my money than to spend it, as I would have more to spend
I










AVERAGE ANNUAL RETURN, 1981-1985
INVESTMENT RETURN
-------
1. DOW JONES THIRTY INDUSTRIALS, WITH DIVIDENDS 15.06%
2. Moody's Corporate Bond Yield, Baa 14.51%
3. FHA Mortgage 14 . 15%
4. Moody's Corporate Bond Average 13.66%
5. Prime Rate 13.25%
6. Moody's Corporate Bond Yield, Aaa 12.81%
7. U.S. Treasury Bonds, 10-Year Maturity 12.21%
8. U.S. Treasury Bonds, 3-Year Maturity 11.85%
9. S&P Municipal Bond Yield, 15 High-Grade 10.31%
10. U.S. Treasury Bonds, 1-Year Maturity 10.15%
11. U.S. Treasury Bills, 3-Month Maturity 10.03%
12. Inflation 5.46%






















* This column measures the return of $1 over the five-year span, adjusted
for inflation. For instance, one dollar invested in gold in 1981 would
be worth only $.38 in 1985 after the adjustment for inflation.





Over the twenty-year period gold was far and away the
most volatile investment. In 1972 gold was selling at $65 an
ounce. By 1980 the price had risen to $875. After reaching
its peak, however, the bubble burst, and prices fell faster
than they had risen. In recent years it has hovered in the
$300-400 range. (Pierce, p. 54) Generally, gold glitters
brightest when the economic outlook is darkest and traditional
investments, such as stocks and bonds, are threatened. It is
often used, therefore, as a hedge against inflation.
On the other end of the investment spectrum are passbook
savings accounts. Although at one time they were the dominant
form of individual savings at banks, they have recently taken
a backseat to more innovative accounts paying much higher
rates with greater flexibility. Although they are very liquid
and federally insured, they have lost much of their appeal as
NOW and Super-NOW accounts have combined the interest-bearing
feature of a savings account with the check-writing ability of
a checking account (Klott, p. 111). Another factor working
against the popularity of savings accounts is the fact that
over the past twenty years they have been unable to keep up
with inflation. The government lifted interest rate ceilings
on passbook accounts in 1986, but banks have felt little
pressure to raise rates from the previous 5 1/2 percent limit.
Returns, therefore, may continue to lag below inflation rates.
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Treasury bonds provided the safe, steady returns that are
expected of them. For instance, although the investor accepts
a lower return for 100 percent government protection, the U.S.
Government 10-Year Maturity was only about .5 percent below
the return for Aaa Bonds over the twenty-year period. That
difference can be recouped since the interest earned on
Treasury bonds are state and local tax-exempt. Treasury
bills, in comparison with treasury bonds, offer a lower rate
of interest in return for greater liquidity. They have
maturities less than one year and are the most actively traded
fixed-income security.
Overall, the Dow Jones Industrial Average, through its
range of rankings over the different time horizons, proved
itself to be a volatile investment when compared against
government bonds. This should come as no surprise. However,
the Dow was able to supply positive returns in each five-year
section of the twenty-year period. Although the returns were
not constantly high, they were constantly positive, showing







TIlE DO" AND TIlE STOCK IlARlCET
CRASH OF 1987
As inevitable as birthdays and taxes, any unexpected drop
in the Dow Jones Industrial Average revives memories of the
Stock Market Crash of 1929. The headline of the New York
Times October 20, 1981, the day after the Dow fell 508 points
read: DOES 1987 EQUAL 1929? (Samuelson, p. 4) The question on
everyone's mind was whether the crash of 1987 would spark a
depression rivaling the Great Depression of the early 1930's.
This section will first explore the crash of 1929 and the
Great Depression. Then the focus will shift to the crash of
1987, its events, and its similarities with the 1929 crash.
Then how the 1987 crash affected the Dow Jones Averages as
well as the economy as a whole will be discussed.
THE CRASH OF 1929 AND THE GREAT DEPRESSION
What exactly happened in 1929? Between October 10 and
November 13 of that year the Dow fell by more than 154 points,
equaling a loss of 40 percent of its valuation. Stocks then
rallied, making up half the loss, until spring. They then
declined erratically until July of 1932. Within two years the
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Dow had fallen from 381 on Sept. 3, 1929 to only 41 (Magnet,
p. 48). This, in its entirety, is what the general public
considered to have been "the crash."
People often say that it was the 1929 crash that made the
Great Depression of the Thirties inevitable. It did not. It
took the policymakers in Washington and across the country,
making one wrong decision after another, to lock the nation
into that gloomy fate. President Hoover was drastically
attempting to balance the federal budget. Democratic
legislators, therefore, were lobbying for stiff tax increases
to reduce the budget deficit. Higher taxes, coupled with
lower government spending, greatly hampered an already slowing
economy helping to produce the depression (Samuelson, p. 33).
One government blunder that significantly effected the
severity of the Great Depression concerned the Federal
Reserve. Between 1929 and 1933, two-fifths of the nation's
25,000 banks failed. Millions of dollars in personal savings
were lost or frozen indefinitely. The Federal Reserve failed
to stop the downward spiral by providing banks with loans to
meet customer's demands for cash. Instead, business loans
were called. As credit contracted, bankruptcies and
unemployment rose. Nervous bank depositors withdrew their
money, squeezing loans further. By the time the Fed loosened
and gave the remaining banks the money they needed, it was too
late (Magnet, p. 31).
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Although the crash of 1929 had a significant impact on
the economy at the time, it was by no means the only reason.
The Great Depression resulted by a combination of factors.
The stock market crash, however, will always stand as the
symbol of the Great Depression. In a recent survey by Howard
Fisher, 92 percent of those Americans surveyed gave the stock
market crash of 1929 as the single biggest reason for the
Great Depression (Metz, p. 56). Whether they are accurate or
not is an issue that is debated. As long as that perception
remains, however, comparisons will always be forthcoming.
REASONS GIVEN FOR THE CRASH OF 1987
No single event, but a swarm of converging causes
provoked the panic on October 19, 1987 on the floor of the New
York Stock Exchange. The economy had enjoyed sixty months of
economic expansion, but Americans were consuming more than
they were producing, borrowing the difference from abroad, and
selling off pieces of America for ever cheaper dollars. The
u.s. industries were restructuring themselves to battle
increased competitiveness, but unemployed steelworkers,
loggers, and oil-field workers were among those in shelters
for the homeless. Also, traders within the stock markets had
become more shameless with their business practices and their
self-cherishing materialism (Magnet, p. 46).
In the weeks before the crash significant events took
place that, in hindsight, helped to provoke the event.
Treasury bonds broke the 10% yield barrier as the declining
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dollar discouraged foreigners investors from making purchases
at Treasury auctions. Treasury Secretary James Baker was in
Germany threatening to beat down the dollar if the Germans
raised interest rates, although by doing so the Germans would
have probably experienced more inflation. Concerns also
continued to grow over the growing Federal deficit (Metz, p.
475). President Reagan, who was finishing his second term in
office, was not at his best. He was distracted by the illness
of his wife, Nancy, who was recovering from a successful
mastectomy. He was also battling a lost cause in the doomed
defense of Judge Robert Bork's Supreme Court nomination.
After the crash occurred his reactions seemed hesitant and
unsure (Gilbert, p. 14). He was definitely not the solid and
sure leader the country needed.
Above all else, however, the laws of simple physics
explain what happened to the stock market. It had elevated
itself to record altitudes day after day and week after week.
Fifty-six times in 1987 the Dow reached new highs. It was
selling for more than twenty-one times earnings. This was not
a record, but was lofty as such things went (Bartlett, p.
122). Every day new investors Joined the bandwagon, drawn to
the system by ever increasing stock prices and yields.
Success spurned success as everyone watched the Dow climb
toward 3000.
For at least two years analysts had warned of a




Galbraityh, author of The Great Crash. went on record as
observing forbidding parallels between the current situation
and what existed in 1929 (Metz, p. 429). Financial consultant
Ashby Bladen, author of How to Cope with the Developing
Financial Crisis. continued to ward of dire consequences
resulting from unwise economic policies (Brownstein, p. 42).
But there have always been those that warned against such
risky investments as the stock market. For the vast majority
of investors, these naysayers were no more than hippies with
signs warning that the sky was about to fall.
The week before the crash the Dow had lost 235 points, a
record. On the Friday of that week the NYSE had recorded its
first 100-point loss on a record volume of 338 million shares
(Metz, p. 436). Yet the saviest investors realized that it
could have been much worse. According to the formulas that
are common knowledge on Wall Street trading desks, the
portfolio insurers had sold less of their portfolios than
their models called for (Bartlett, p. 122).
OCTOBER 19, 1987
Even before the markets opened on Monday it was apparent
that the session would be tumultous. Fidelity Investment,
with $75 billion under management of 123 funds, placed orders
to sell $500 million worth of stocks. Before the day had
ended they would sell off another $300 million. The General
Motors fund started to sell at the opening bell and by day's
end had unloaded $1.1 billion worth of stocks. Money managers
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at Wells Forgo, Aetna Insurance, and several large pension
funds placed significant sell orders in S&P 500 index options
(Metz, p. 411). The floor of the NYSE buzzed with news of
collapses on the Tokyo and other Far East exchanges. Most
felt that the tidal wave started in the foreign exchanges
would carryover to the American exchanges. After the floor
opened, dozens of blue chips stocks remained closed. Only 11
of the 30 Dow stocks had been traded before 10:30 a.m. Exxon
posted its first trade close to two hours after the opening.
What made the day worse was the fact the the market
indicators weren't telling the true story. In calculating the
indexes, including the DJIA, the most recent closing price is
used for those stocks that have not yet opened. So while the
continuing price decline of those stocks that have been traded
had been continuously reflected in recalculating the market
indexes, the prices being used for those issues that were
still delayed didn't change. The net effect was to make the
indexes appear to be falling less rapidly than trading
circumstances warrant. The indexes were consistently
undervaluing the severity of the plunge.
Officially, the Dow opened at 2041, down 200 points from
the Friday close. Then it rebounded, and after half an hour
was at 2118, up more than one hundred points from the bell. Of
course, these figures were hardly valid measurements of what
was happening since the tape was late and quotations for many
stocks were still unavailable. Volume for the first half hour
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was 51 million shares--twice that amount might have been
recorded if humans and technology were able to handle all
transactions. Fidelity accounted for 25 percent of the early
volume (Metz, p. 116).
As the morning plunge continued to develop the decision
was made to halt the trading of certain stocks. What began as
a slow dribble of halts grew into a wave. Many major blue-
chip stocks included in the S&P 500 and DJIA were among the
eighty-three stocks that were halted between eleven o'clock
and noon. In particular, a wave of super-elite blue chips
began to halt trading. Although order imbalances was the
given reason for the stoppages, it was actually a calculated
attempt by John Phelan, NYSE Chairman, to lessen the decline.
The timing of the halts of the stocks involved reveal the
coordination, as Table 7-1 demonstrates:
------------------------------------------------------------
Table 7-1

































Source: Francis Emory Fitch, Inc., member of the NYSE
------------------------------------------------------------
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All ten of the stocks are components of the Dow Jones
Industrial Average. Other Dow stocks with trading
restrictions included Merck, which hadn't traded since 9:54
a.m., and Du Pont, which hadn't even opened yet. All told,
for more than an hour beginning about 11:30, there was be no
market for the stocks that comprise more than half the value
of the Dow Jones Industrial Average.
At noon the Dow had lost 143 points, but two hours later
was off by 273 points. By 3:30 p.m. the Dow had given up 380
points, and in the last half hour, on record-breaking volume
of 60 million shares, fell another 128 points. The tape was
running late, but when the final numbers were in investors
learned that the Dow had closed at 1678, down 508 points on
the day on a record volume of 604 million shares. Stocks were
36 percent below their August highs, but still above where
they had been on New Year's Day (Laderman, p. 48).
During the day, specialists were given the impossible
task of maintaining an orderly market. Any large trades, and
there were many, had to be handled individually, a task far
too great for the specialists. Later investigations have
given conflicting reports on how well the specialists handled
the crises.
So who exactly did sell when the market began to crumble?
According to a poll given by Money magazine, 92.5 percent of
the small investors surveyed did nothing (except worry, of





stocks or stock fund shares as the market collapsed. The
other 4.2 percent sold some of their holdings. The panic
sellers tended to be 45 or older, to have incomes of $40,000
or less and live in the South or West. More than half of the
investors surveyed estimated their loss at $1,000 or less.
Nearly 24 percent reported losses between $1,00 and $10,000;
only 5 percent lost more than that (Luciano, p. 18).
TIlE EFFECTS OF TIlE CRASH ON TIlE now JONES
It's still difficult to comprehend. Within one day
nearly $500 billion in wealth disappeared, wiping out nearly
25 percent of the $2 trillion that had accumulated on the
stock market over the past five years (Bartlett, p. 43). The
full meaning of risk, lost by five years of prosperity, was
unveiled to a generation that seemed to have forgotten its
existance. Caution once again became part of the vocabulary.
Money quickly started to flow back into passbook savings
accounts.
Most of the stocks that comprise the DJIA, often
considered stable and relatively safe investments, were hit
hard by the crash. For instance, IBM lost almost 32 points
during the six hours. Digital Equipment lost over 42 points,
Disney lost over 19 points, and Eastman Kodak lost 26 points.
Taking a look at the prices of the stocks that comprise the
DJIA for the year as a whole, however, indicate that October
19th did not do the devastation that it seemed to. Table 1-2
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average, the price of each stock went up by five percent.
Winners edged out losers 16 to 14.
The losers posted losses ranging from 3.75% to nearly
43%. The 14 negative performers included such bellwethers as
General Motors, whose shares ended at $61.38, down 7%, and
IBM, off 3.75% to $115.50. The biggest loser, Primerica, fell
by nearly 43%. The solid performers included two steel
companies, including Belhehem Steel, up a whopping 168%, and
USX, up 37.54%. Other solid gainers included Philip Morris,
up 18.58%, and McDonald's, up 8.19% to $40.67.
In order to gain the proper perspective on the price
changes of the Dow 30 stocks, a wider time horizon should be
used. Table 7-3 lists the ten leading performers among the 30
Dow stocks during the bull market's assent. Although all ten
lost ground during the crash, they remained well ahead of five
years ago. For example, Woolworth stock sold for $8.44 in
1982. Within five years the price of the stock had risen to
almost $57. Although the crash lowered the price of the stock
by 36%, the stock still experienced a 330% increase over the
five year period. Other companies experienced similar gains
despite the crash. Such industry giants as Boeing, Coca-Cola,
Du Pont and General Electric all experienced gains ranging
from 34% to 43% each year over the past five years. These
gains come in spite of Oct. 19 losses of roughly 37%.
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THE RESPONSE OF THE COUNTRY TO THE CRASH
The effects of the crash will be felt throughout the
economy for years to come. In response to the crash, economic
analysts changed their forecasts, scaling back their
optimistic estimates in GNP growth, unemployment, operating
profit growth and consumer spending. Americans weren't as
rich as they used to be, and in turn began spending less,
which in turn slowed production (Brownstein, p. 61). The
crash made people uneasy about the economy, since an element
had entered the way they saw the world that they didn't have
any explanation for. Although investors realized years of
substantial gains before the crash, the sudden, violent
reality that riches can disappear in one day had changed
consumers.
The events of October 19 may have cost some Americans the
opportunity to purchase or build a new home. Consumers basing
future wealth on life before the crash may have had to change
their decisions concerning such major purchases as a home. In
the months that followed the crash housing construction did
slow significantly (Anderson, p. 35). How much of the
slowdown that could be attributable to the changes on the NYSE
may be in question, but there is little doubt it had a
significant impact.
Unfortunately, one of the hardest-hit groups of the crash
were older Americans, many of which could not resist the urge
to risk their nest eggs in the stock market. Although it has
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been a long-standing tradition not to invest retirement funds
in risky investments, many could not resist the urge as stock
prices continued to skyrocket. Also affected were those
American close to retirement who suddenly had less accumulated
wealth than before. Also, thousands of companies suddenly
find their employee-pension funds sharply reduced in value.
It may take more than a generation for some companies to
become genuinely well funded at their current pace of
contribution (McCormick, p. 41).
Public institutions, such as hospitals and universities,
also felt the squeeze. Many institutions apply a fixed
percentage of their endowment money to meet operating
expenses. Although their endowment losses were only a
fraction of their previous market gains, those gains had
already been apportioned. Differences had to be made up in
increased costs and decreased service. Another impact
concerning these institutions is the impact on donations.
Many of the people able to give in the past were no longer be
able to do so (Anderson, p. 36).
According to the staff of Fortune magazine, there might
have been some good to come out of the crash. According to
them, Americans began spending less and saving more,
fundamentally strengthening the economy in the long run.
Forecasts expected the savings rate to bounce back to 4
percent. Forecasts made before October 19 had the rate closer
to 3 percent (Brownstein, p. 61).
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The intensity of the crash renewed criticism of program
trading. Such trading, in which millions of dollars worth of
stocks are traded in tandem with stock index futures, was
controversial even as it fueled the market's five-year climb.
John J. Phelan Jr., Chairman of the New York Stock Exchange,
estimated tbat tbe program trading accounted for 20 percent of
tbe volume during the crash (Laderman, p. 49). Some have
estimated tbat program traders were actually able to make a
profit during the crash. The Reagan Administration
immediately began a review of program trading and it's effects
on the stock market and its volatility. Tbey are testing the
tbeory tbat tbe program trading exacerbated tbe decline. It
should be noted tbat on Tuesday, the day after the crash, the
stock market rallied wben tbe Big Board severely hindered
program traders by denying them the use of its computerized
order-execution facility for sucb massive sales (Weiss, p.
51).
SUIOIARY
Tbe events of October 19, 1987 will for years serve as a
symbol of the volatility that characterizes the New York Stock
Excbange. For five straigbt years tbe bull market supplied
unusually large returns for investors. Then, in one day, a
large percentage of tbe growth that had accumulated over the
years suddenly disappeared. Although the stock market has
since rebounded to the levels it bad attained before tbe
crash, it sent vibrations through Wall Street that are still
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being felt today. The Dow served as a symbol of the events
that took place on that fateful day. Although the average was
not able to measure the events accurately during the day and
only after the market had closed was able to tell the true
story, the Dow still served a useful purpose. It reacquanted




THE FUTURE OF THE DOW
What Does the Future Hold tor the Dow
If one is wishes to hear psychic predictions of where to
deposit their money for the best results, then that person
should go to the carnival and see someone with a crystal ball.
There are no guarantees, especially when one is looking at
investing money in the stock market. It a person is looking
for guarantees, then they need to be investing in government
securities, and stay far away from the widely fluctuating
stock market. Too many events are totally out of the
investor's control when they are investing in the stick
market. There are truly too great a number of aspects of the
market that are out of the investor's control; a few examples
of these could be: company could be over-valued, the industry
could do poorly, changes could occur in the monetary system,
new government regulations could hurt the company one is
investing in, company officials could be cheating the
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stockholders, among a multitude of other possible problems
that could happen without warning.
On the other hand, it would be extremely difficult to find
another investment that could lead to such tremendous wealth
in a short period of time. There are always great
opportunities present on the stock market waiting for someone
to take advantage of them.
The main question on all people's minds, who are
interested in the market, is where is it going. Should they
invest in the market now because it is about to move up
strongly, or should they wait for the market to fall and come
in when prices are low?
Again there is no one who is going to be able to tell
exactly where the stock market is going to headed, and be able
to guarantee this. According the Dow Theory, (please refer to
chapter 2 the Dow Theory for more information on this subject)
one should be able to foresee what direction the market is
heading. This theory uses the the Dow Jones Industrial
Average as an indicator of future stock market activity (with
confirmation made by the Dow Jones Transportational Average).
Fortunately, this is the indicator which is most commonly used
by investors to measure the stock market. Thus, the future
Dow Jones Industrial Average is the factor most investors
would like to know before investing their money. What then
lies ahead for the Dow Industrials? The answer to this
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question could mean the difference between making and losing a
fortune.
During most of the 1980's the stock market has had a
bull trend keeping the numbers in the Dow Industrials moving
upward over the majority of the decade. The big question as
the 1990's come in is will this trend continue and will the
"Dow" reach and break 3000? A question such as this can be
best answered by people who are involved in the market. Thus,
a sample of five people who are involved in the market might
be the best way to look at where the average is heading.
Evan Sturza in his May 16, 1988 article in Forbes
magazine feels that the outlook for the Dow Jones Industrial
Average is very good. He feels that the investing public is
very cautious of the Dow Average because they feel that it is
overpriced. Sturza does not share this opinion, as he
forecasts $208 in earnings for the average in the near
future and a price-to-earnings ratio of around 15 for the
average (that was already a reality of the time of the article
in 1988 Sturza-136). If his prediction becomes a reality,
then Sturza feels the Dow Jones Industrial Average will reach
3100, a tremendous bullish signal. He credits this optimistic
forecast to better than average earnings in many of the
companies on the average.
Jackson Stephans has been in the market for over 42
years and still feels that it is the place for investors to
Fayez Sarofim agrees with Mr. Stephans that the
investing public is scared by the market, but he takes this
one step further by saying the market should be higher now
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make large profits (King Jr.-351). Mr. Stephans feels that
there are two important factors keeping the Dow Jones
Industrial Average down. First, the average investor is still
very concerned about the stability of the market (351). This
he feels will improve, but he can not be sure how long this
will take. Second, a major factor in increasing the "Dow" is
getting additional foreign funds into the market. Presently,
Mr. Stephans feels that foreign investors are staying out of
the market because the value of the dollar has fallen in
comparison to recent levels (351). Again, Mr. Stephans feels
that this will change, once the dollar begins to strengthen.
Mr. Stephans also feels that there are certain types of stocks
which will out perform others in the next few years. His top
picks are the aluminum, food, communications, and banking
industries (352). Mr. Stephans big fears are inflation and the
possibility of the government raising taxes, as these both
could hurt the market.
than it is. He feels the reasoning behind this is that people
have waited for the market to come back a little after the
recent October setbacks so that they could sell. A period of
liquidation is occurring in Mr. Sarofim's mind (King Jr.-352).
Mr. Sarofim cites the fact that company profits have been
substantially up, but stock prices remain down comparatively
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(352). He does not fear inflation as Mr. Stephans does, as he
feels that an recession here in the United States will not
devastate the market because the companies on the market are
more or less global these days.
J. Mortin Davis still believes that the common stock
market is where the money is to be made. Mr. Davis feels that
now that the majority of investors are bearish on the market
that it makes the market more attractive than ever. Mr. Davis
sees a pattern of foreign investors coming into the United
States and taking the companies private. He sees this as a
factor that should work to increase stock prices in the future
(KIng Jr.-354). Mr. Davis recommends a conservative
investment of half of a person's disposable funds into
intelligent stock buys, and half into secure treasury
securities or equivalents.
Lastly, Charles Allen Jr. is 85 years old and has been
on Wall Street for over 60 of those years. Mr. Allen has no
formula for success, he only recommends investors to maintain
an open mind (King Jr.-358). Mr. Allen feels that now that
elections are over that things can get back to normal, as the
market always slows down during elections because of the
uncertainty.
In all, everyone here is bullish on the outlook of the
market. Thus, it seems as though the Dow Jones Industrial
Average should be increasing. It seems to be a general
consensus of these people that the average should reach 3000
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in the next couple of years. But they also feel that as the
Dow Jones Industrial Average approaches 3000 it will become
more and more volatile. Thus, fluctuating around 3000 for












the history of the Dow, the Dow Theor y, the calculation of the
Dow, other indexes, the Dow and business cycles, the Dow as an
i n v est me nt, the Dow and the crash of 1987, the Dow's f u t ur e ,
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7 2 ) . Con vel's e 1 y , i f the ma l'k e t ten d s tog 0 down i fan
American Football Conference team wins.
This Super Bowl predictor has been accurate in 20 out
of the 22 Super Bowls for a 91% performance percentage
(Stovall-72). Go Bears!
Not only can the Dow work with the NFL, but it can also
play an important role in presidential politics. The Dow also
has the ability to pick the next President of the United
States. Believe it or not, when the Stock market rises
between the last convention day and Election Day, the
incumbent party usually wins the election (U.S. News & World
Report-72). That makes for a powerful little index.
Conclusion
At the beginning of this paper, certain goals were
established. In these goals, the paper was to acquaint the
reader with the Dow Jones Averages, and once this was
accomplished, be able to allow the reader to make his/her own
decision on the averages. This paper has discussed in detail
and finally some handy tidbits of information on the average.
Now, it is up to you, the reader, to decide what you think of
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On October 1, 1928 a number of dramatic changes occurred
within the Dow Jones Industrial Average. First, the number of
stocks within the average was increased to its present day
total of thirty stocks. Second, and probably most
importantly, the system was changed from an arithmetic average
to one which utilizes a divisor. This divisor is prone to
change depending upon conditions happening to the involved?
stocks.
On this date, October 1, 1928, the companies stocks which




































The divisor at this date, October 1, 1928, was 16.67
(Pierce,89-14)
(Pierce,89-14). There have been a myriad of changes occurring
A-tO?
to the Dow Jones Industrial Average since this date. For a
complete list of these changes please divert your attention to




Summary of the Dow Theory
1. There are the basic movements in the stock market.
A. The primary movement
B. The secondary reaction (also known as secondary
reaction)
C. The daily price fluctuations
2. The primary movement may be either a long-term bull
market or a long-term bear market. The markets are
forecasted by the actions of the Dow Jones Industrial
and Transportation Averages.
3. The averages anticipate bull and bear markets only
when one average confirms the signals of the other.
This confirmation may take the form of either both
averages making lines and then showing a break-out in
the same direction or by both averages showing new
highs or new lows through their respective secondary
reactions. Again, both averages must work together
or no assumption of market direction can be
determined.
4. The averages will not predict how long an established
bull or bear market will last, but only will indicate
when a new bull or bear market is under way.
5. The stock market is forecasted solely by the
fluctuations of the industrial and transportation
averages, which discount everything. The importance of
trading volume is not clear from the writings of Dow or
Hamilton, but is emphacized by the current students of
the Dow Theory.
6. The purpose of the theory is to foresee the reversal
of primary trends, not to predict the values of
issues of stocks.
7. Primary trends will continue as long as the averages
confirm each other as to the direction the trend is
heading.
8. The theory is not a system for "beating the market"
(making above average gains for an extended period of
time), but rather a theory which can benefit the
intelligent specualtor who wishes to hegde himself
against the changes in primary bull or bear markets.
APPENDIX C




















1932 May 26 15.46
Divisor is set at 16.67
Atlantic Refining Split 4 for 1
General Motors split 2.5
for 1, International
Harvestor split 4 for 1
International Nickel
Reorganization
American Smelting split 3 for 1,
Radio Corp. split 5 for 1,













General Electric split 4 for 1,
Johns-Manville replaced North
American
Borden replaced American Sugar,
Eastman Kodak replced American
Tobacco B, Goodyear replaced
A t I ant i c Re fin i n g , L i get t &.
Myers replaced General Railway
Signal, Standard Oil of
California replaced Goodrich,
United Air Transport replaced
Nash Motors, Hudson Motor
replaced Curtiss-Wright
American Tobacco B replaced
Liggett &.Myers, Drug Inc.
replaced Mack Trucks, Proctor &.
Gamble replaced United Air
Transport, Loew's replaced

































































Register, Coca Cola replaced
Hudson Motor
Corn Products Refining replaced




Du Pont replaced Borden,
National Steel replaced Coca
Cola
Nash Motors name was changed to
Nash Kelvinator
United Aircraft replaced Nash
Kelvinator, American Telephone
& Telegraph replaced I.B.M.
Loew's Inc. split 3 for 1
Westinghouse Manufacturing
split 4 for 1
Sears Roebuck split 4 for 1
National Distributors split 3
for 1
Eastman Kodak split 5 for 1
Johns-Manville split 3 for 1
Chrysler Corp. split 2 for 1
American Smelting declared a
20% stock dividend
Bethlehem Steel split 3 for 1
Union Carbide split 3 for 1
International Harvestor split 3
for 1
National Steel delcared a 10%
stock dividend
U.S. Steel split 3 for 1
Du Pont split 4 for 1
Proctor & Gamble split 1.5 for
1


































Allied Chemical split 4 for 1
Gneral Motors split 2 for 1
Standard Oil of California
split 2 for 1
United Aircraft declared a 20%
stock dividend
Texas Corp. split 2 for 1
Standard Oil of N.J. split 2
for 1
Goodyear split 2 for 1










General Electric split 3 for 1
United Aircraft distrobuted 1
share of Chance-Vought for
every 3 United Aircraft held
5.76
5.62
Goodyear split 2 for 1
Corn Products Refining split 3
for 1
U.S. Steel split 2 for 1
United Aircraft declared a 50%
stock dividend (3 for 2)
General Motors split 3 for 1





4.89 Standard Oil of N.J. split 3
for 1
Johns-Manville split 2 for 1
General Foods split 2 for 1
Texas Corp. split 2 for 1
Standard Oil of California
split 2 for 1
Proctor & Gamble split 2 for 1
International Paper replaced
Loew's Inc.
AT&T declared a rights offering











Bethlehem Steel split 4 for 1
United Aircraft declared a 20%
stock dividend (6 for 5)
4.13
3.964
Eastman Kodak split 2 for 1
AT&T split 3 for 1, Anaconda
replaced American Smelting,























































Allied Chemical split 2 for 1
Westing house Electric split 2
for 1
American Tobacco split 2 for 1
International Nickel split 2
for 1
General Foods split 2 for 1














Proctor & Gamble split 2 for 1





American Tobacco split 2 for 1




Chrysler Corp. split 2 for 1
Du Pont distibuted 36-100 share
of General Motors stock for






Chrysler Corp.split 2 for 1
F.W. Woolworth split 3 for 1
AT&T split 2 for 1




Sears Roebuck split 2 for 1
International Harvetsor split 2
for 1
Eastman Kodak split 2 for 1
Owens-Illinois Glass split 2
for 1
Union Carbide split 2 for 1







Swift & compo split 2 for 1
Anaconda split 2 for 1
2.018
2.011
Eastman Kodak split 2 for 1















































Johns-Manville split 2 for 1
Goodyear split 2 for 1
Texaco split 2 for 1







General Foods split 2 for 1
General Electric split 2 for 1
Westinghouse Electric split 2
for 1
1 1.661 Standard Oil of N.J. changed
its name to Exxon
30 1.661 Swift & Compo changed its name
to Esmark
Standard Oil of California
split 2 for 1
11 1.626
4 1.598 Aluminum Can of America split 3
for 2
1 1.598 United Aircraft changed its
name to United Technologies
Esmark split 5 for 41 1.588
21 1.588 International Nickel changed
its n a me t 0 I n c 0
United Technologies split 2 for
1
U.S. Steel split 3 for 2









Owens-Illinois split 2 for 1
Sears Roebuck split 2 for 1
1.465 IBM replaced Chrysler, Merck
replaced Esmark, Dupont split 3
for 1
1.431 Aluminum Can of America split 2
for 1
Standard Oil of California
split 2 for 1
American Brands split 2 for 1
































1.344 American Express Compo split 4
for 3
Proctor and Gamble split 2
for 1
General Electric split 2 for 1





1.194 The "new" AT&T replaced the
"old" AT&T
Allied Corp. split 3 for 2, and
Westinghouse Electric split 2
for 1
United Technologies split 2
for 1
Standard Oil of California







Eastman Kodak split 3 for 2
Allied Corp. changed its name
to Allied-Signal Inc.
Philip Morris Coso replaced
General Foods Corp., and
McDonalds Corp. was substituted
for American Brands Inc.
1.090
1.090 International Harvestor changed
its name to Navistar
International Corp.
Union Carbide split 3 for 1
Philip Morris Cos split 2 for 1
Merck split 2 for 1
There was a distrobution of one
share of Henely Group Inc.
common for each four shares of
Allied-Signal Inc. common held
F.W. Woolworth split 2 for 1
Owen-Illinois Glass split 2
for 1
McDonald's split 3 for 2










0.901 Coca-Cola Compo replaced Owens-
Illinois Glass Inc., and Boeing
Compo replaced Inco. Limited
American Can Compo split 2
for 1
American Can Compo changed its
name to Primerica Corp.














International Paper split 2
for 1
General Electric split 2 for 1
McDonald's Corp. split 3 for 2
Exxon Corp. split 2 for 1
Eastman Kodak split 3 for 2
Merkin Compo split 3 for 1
P rime r i c a Cor p
.
( 0 I d) me r g e d
into Commercial Credit Group




based on a value base of 10 established in the period of 1941-
1943. Alt hough the S&P 500 is weighted by market value, it is
expressed in points and not dolars and cents (Teweles and
Appendix D
Other Indexes
Although The Dow Jones Industrial Average remains the most
popular way people look at the market, there are a number of
other indexes that people use.
Standard and Poor's 500: This index consists of 500 stocks
representing 400 industrials, 20 transportation, and 40
utilities (Teweles and Bradely-306). When Investment Managers
speak of beating the market, this is the benchmark in which
they are most likely refering (Laderman-124). The index is
Bradely-306). This is similar to the Dow Averages.
Complaints come from the undue influence caused by segments os
the S&P 500, such as the oil stocks within the index.
~ew Yo~k Stock ExchaI'\K.!LJnde.x: This index was started in
1966, and contains every issue listed upon the New York Stock
Exchange. Thus today, the index represents over well over
1600 stocks. The index divides these stocks into seperate
categories including industrial, utility, finance, and
transportation (Teweles and Bradely-306). The index is
weighted by taking the price of an issue and multiplying this
D-119
value by the number of shares listed. This number is then
listed in points for each seperate section, but the composite
is listed in dollars and cents. The base value of all five of
these seperate indexes is 50, which is the approximate value
of the index when it began. The index is heavily influenced
by its larger issues, much like the S&P 500.
AMEX Market Value Index: This was formerly known as the
American Stock Exchange Index (Paulson-19). This index
measures the performances of over 800 stocks, warrants, and
American Depository Receipts. When the index began in 1973,
it established the base value of 100 (Teweles and Bradely-
307). Unlike any other inde, the AMEX is adjusted for the
reinvetment of dividends Paulson-19).
Willshire 5000 Equity Index: This is the braodest reaching of
any of the indexes, reaching approximately 5000 different
stocks from NYSE, AMEX, and Over-the-Counter markets (Paulson-
19). One may take the Willshire 5000 as a proxy for the
market value of its stocks listed, in billions of dollars.
Thus, the Willshire 5000 level of 2700 translates into around
$2.7 trillion.
NAS~~ Composite: This index represents approximately 3500
stocks which are traded on the Over-the-Counter market, and
has been around since 1971 (Teweles and Bradely-307). This
index is a composite composed of six categories including
indusrial, bank, insurance, other finance companies,
D-120
D-121
transportation firms, and utilities. When the index began in
1971 it had a base value of 100, now the index is adjusted for
changes in capitalization as they are required.
Yalue Line Composite: this index is comprised of
approximately 1700 stock issue from the NYSE, AMEX, and GTC
markets (Paulson-19). All of the stocks listed on the index
are followed by the Value Line Investment Survey. The main
factor seperating the Value Line Composite from other indexes
is the fact that each stock is given the same weight when
































































































































































































1974 891.7 577.6 734.65
1975 881.8 632 756.9
1976 1014.8 858.7 936.75
1977 999.8 800.9 900.35
1978 907.7 742.1 824.9
1979 897.6 796.7 847.15
1980 1000.2 759.1 879.65
1981 1024.1 824 924.05
1982 1070.6 776.9 923.75
1983 1287.2 1027 1157.1
1984 1286.7 1986.6 1636.65
1985 1553.1 1185 1369.05
1986 1955.6 1502.3 1728.95
1987 2722.4 1738.7 2230.55
1988 2183.5 1879.1 2031.3
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